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Abstract  
Currently, it is often heard about issues of level of financial literacy in different age groups. For this reason, it was involved 
program of financial education. The program of financial education has primarily to familiarize listener with life model situations 
in the financial area. Student gains a general overview, awareness of the price, budgetary and legal literacy, will be able to 
understand basics of financial mathematics, manage his/her budget management, proper distribution and usage money for 
financial instruments, valuation of assets and liabilities, the principle risks etc. During the program were used, among other 
things, animations that familiarizing students with the optimal solution of various model situations.  
1. Introduction  
The ability to think about finances, so that man was able to correctly analyze and manage personal finances is 
called financial literacy. Financial market in Central Europe is a rapidly evolving environment and orientation in 
large quantities by measure tools is very difficult.  
Financial literacy isn´t about being an expert in the orientation of a large variety of products but it´s a skill to 
navigate the financial decisions and have control over the daily financial life. Education in this area should begin at 
primary school from the moment understand the value of money. The difference of teaching curriculum caused 
knowledge gap between the generations. For this reason was used program for financial education that is offered to 
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students of secondary schools and universities and public too. This program is composed from financial and 
economic literacy and financial intelligence. For convenience and easier to grasp the subject matter has been 
deploying various IT resources to support teaching.  
This paper describes the implementation of effective visualization of mechanisms for financial market with using 
inter-active components for fast and long-term adoption these skills and also the evaluation of the deployment of 
this approach and the current trends and objectives.   
2.  Involvement of financial education program  
Chapter involvement of financial education program describes the reasons for the introduction and survey results 
of intergenerational financial literacy test in Czech Republic.  
2.1. Reasons for the financial education 
The main reason for the introduction of financial education was just lack of knowledge among young people that 
need this level largely increased, majority of young people also expressed interest in the implementation of the 
course. 
2.2. Survey results 
According to the survey the level of intergenerational financial literacy has the young generation aged 15 to 25 
years very weak financial knowledge. Their ability to focus in financial terms, tools and services was 27% worse 
than the knowledge of the middle generation. Most at risk of financial literacy are seniors, who generally do not 
understand finance and very trusting. The survey shows that despite the efforts and activities aimed to increase the 
financial literacy of students there are not yet real results. In the test were asked questions which explored basic 
orientation in financial terms, tools and services. In the test were questions like what is the APR, what is the grace 
period, what resources can be used for building savings, etc. The results match that belongs to the middle generation 
of working age, people in this age have knowledge of the financial terms, the ability to analyze and manage personal 
finances, which have a material impact of material security. 
The obtained results were processed according to the index of financial literacy (FLI). This index is calculated for 
each respondent individually as a sum of correct answers minus the wrong answers. The index was then averaged 
for the entire age group. The Table 1 shows result of survey intergenerational financial literacy. 
 
Table 1. Test results intergenerational financial literacy  
 
 Generational Value of FLI (Financial literacy index) 
 
 
FLI (15-25) 1,58 
  
FLI (35-50) 4,73 
  
FLI (60+) 1,10 
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3. Elements of IT to support for financial literacy 
In this chapter the Table 2 describes the content of financial education program. During the teaching this program 
was used different software for support and better integration of students, this IT elements are describe below. 
3.1. The content of teaching financial program 
An integral part of life is the financial market and the ability to be able to focus on individual instruments. 
Understanding of the issues leads to a reduction of future risk of financial collapse. The program has been designed 
to include a basic understanding of money management, economic concepts and financial intelligence. The courses 
are used a lot of interactive tools to help better explain the problem solved. Table 2 contents all items of financial 
program. 
 
Table 2. Content of financial education program  
 
Part Description 
General view Tangible and intellectual property, protection of intellectual property. Forms of 
companies, public budgets, arts resist advertising and various offers. 
Price literacy Inclusion of households in the division of labor in the economy domestic, 
inputs and outputs, circulation of goods and services, market mechanism, 
rational market behavior, pricing practices. Taxes, types, deductions from the 
tax, interest, gifts. 
Money literacy Money and its functions, invisible money, meaning and nature of investments 
versus the investigation, the real interest rate deposits, the outflow of money 
laundering cycle, the debt trap. Trading, distribution of income, cash and 
cashless payment systems, security features of banknotes and coins. 
Budget literacy Managing a family or personal budget. A brief overview of financial market 
instruments (insurance, savings, bank accounts, investments, mortgage loans, 
building savings loan, consumer loan, etc.) Employee benefits. 
Legal literacy Conclusion of contracts, loan agreements, credit, consumer credit, criminal 
implications arising from the non-payment disputes, arbitration clause, 
execution, insolvency. 
Financial mathematics Time value of money, investment decisions, the principles of interest, financial 
mathematics credit, variability and dependence. 
Financial markets A detailed overview, relationships and connections, basic operation, analyzing 
the closure of some onerous contracts. A special chapter on collective 
investment and regulation of the Czech Republic and the European Union. 
Principle risks associated with the loss of income, evaluating the various types 
of insurance, analysis of the basic parameters of insurance contracts. 
Investments and investment risks, collective investment schemes.  
Pensions and retirement planning Knowledge of the pension system, trends and objectives, current status and 
future. 
Real Estate Real estate financing, legislation, process purchase or lease real estate. 
Portfolio management Optimal allocation of resources, assets and liabilities, approaches, model 
situations, compilation, analysis, regulation and ethics, legislation. 
Financial planning A study of case studies, role models, a reflection of life situations, etc.  
3.2. Usage IT for teaching 
For support teaching was created a website where students could run various audio and video recordings with life 
model situations. For the purpose of deepening the subject matter were created animation that helped by fun form 
teaching. Another element was the game that used the student´s knowledge and showed him the impact his decision 
would have on the game´s future. It is a java applet that can simulate the effects of the student´s decision. 
The greatest success had animations that were in themselwes a kind of detachment features were conceived and 
entertaining way. In these animations, students can test the risk of forfeiture in deep debt, danger promotions, 
unsuitable investments, etc. He had the opportunity to better realize the function of money and their value, to 
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understand the context of their decisions and threats arising from them. Figure 1 is the screenshot of main page of 










Figure 1. Financial literacy – Education game 
4. Conclusion  
It support for teaching financial literacy to fulfill its purpose and all the software tools used was a great response. 
IT support in this area is currently at the beginning but the future is envisaged to upgrade existing applications and 
create new ones. 
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